
Painting Successful Watercolours From
Photographs: A Comprehensive Guide for
Beginners and Advanced Artists Alike
Painting watercolours from photographs is a rewarding and challenging
endeavour that can produce stunning results. By following the right
techniques and understanding the unique properties of watercolour, you
can transform your photographs into beautiful works of art.

The first step in painting watercolours from photographs is to select the
right images. Not all photographs are suitable for watercolour painting, so
it's important to choose ones that have the following qualities:

Sharp focus: The subject of your photograph should be in sharp
focus. This will ensure that the details of your painting are clear and
crisp.

Good lighting: The lighting in your photograph should be well-
balanced and evenly distributed. Avoid images that are too dark or too
light, as these can be difficult to paint.

Interesting composition: The composition of your photograph should
be interesting and engaging. Look for images that have a strong focal
point and good contrast between light and dark areas.

Once you have selected your photograph, you need to transfer it to paper.
This can be done in two ways:
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Tracing: You can use tracing paper to transfer the image directly onto
your watercolour paper. This is a simple and accurate method, but it
can be time-consuming.

Projecting: You can use a projector to project the image onto your
watercolour paper. This is a faster method than tracing, but it can be
more difficult to get the image perfectly aligned.

Once you have transferred your photograph to paper, you can begin
painting. Here are a few tips to help you get started:

Start with a light wash: Begin by applying a light wash of watercolour
to the entire surface of your paper. This will help to create a smooth,
even background.

Work from light to dark: When painting watercolours, it's important to
work from light to dark. This means starting with the lightest colours
and gradually adding darker colours as you go.
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Use thin layers: Watercolours are transparent, so it's important to
apply thin layers of paint. This will allow you to build up the colours
gradually and avoid muddiness.

Let each layer dry completely: Before applying another layer of
paint, allow the previous layer to dry completely. This will prevent the
colours from running and bleeding together.

When painting watercolours from photographs, it's important to capture the
essence of the image rather than trying to reproduce it exactly. This means
focusing on the overall mood and feeling of the photograph, and using your
own interpretation to create a unique work of art.

Here are a few tips to help you capture the essence of your photograph:

Simplify the composition: Don't try to include every detail from your
photograph in your painting. Instead, simplify the composition and
focus on the most important elements.

Use colour creatively: Watercolours are a great medium for
experimenting with colour. Don't be afraid to use bright colours or
unusual colour combinations to create a unique and personal
interpretation of your photograph.

Add your own personal touch: Don't be afraid to add your own
personal touch to your painting. This could involve adding additional
details, changing the colours, or experimenting with different painting
techniques.

Painting watercolours from photographs can be a challenging but
rewarding experience. By following the tips in this guide, you can learn to



create beautiful and unique works of art that capture the essence of your
favourite photographs.

Here are a few additional tips to help you paint successful watercolours
from photographs:

Use high-quality materials: The quality of your materials will have a
significant impact on the outcome of your painting. Use high-quality
watercolour paints, brushes, and paper.

Take your time: Don't rush your painting. Allow each layer of paint to
dry completely before applying the next layer. This will help to prevent
muddiness and ensure that your colours stay vibrant.

Experiment: Don't be afraid to experiment with different painting
techniques and colours. The more you experiment, the more you will
learn about watercolour painting and the better your results will be.

With practice and patience, you can learn to paint beautiful watercolours
from photographs. So grab your brushes and paints, and get started today!
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